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DESIGN CONSIDERJITIONS FOR A HIGH-PREWJRE,

EQUATION-OF-STATE

EXPERIMENT

by
Charles

E. Ragan

III

ABSTRACT
Experiments to measure shock velocity and particle velocity at pressures
Of ‘1 0.8 TPa and % 2.1 Tpa ~ere fielded o; an event at the Nevada Test Site.
A description of the calculations involved in designing the experiment is
presenteil. An underground nuclear explosion was u~ed TO produ~e a large flux
of neutrons that were used to rapidly heat a slab of fissionable material.
This material then drove a shock into a slab of molybdenum, which was chosen
as a standard against which other materials could be calilmated.
Basically
the shock velocity measurements involved a determination of the transit time
of the shock between points known distances apart.
The particle velocity
measurements involved a determination of the Doppler shift of low-energy
neutron resonances for material behind the shock.
This measurement was
accomplished using time-of-flight
(TOF) techniques with low-energy neutrons
produced in a moderating material.
The basic calculations needed for the
design are:
(1) Calculations of the neutron transport from the device to the
driver ma~erial;
(2) calculations of the shock strength due to fission
heating and its subsequent ti’me history in the shocked material;
(3) calculations of the time ,history of the low-energy neutron flux;
(4) calculations
of the Doppler broadening and shifts of the neutron resonances.
-4
Preshot calculations of the expected TOF signal for the two experiments
are presented.
A short discussion of the shot data is also presented.
Both
the “shock velocity and the particle velocity measurements failed to work as
expected.
In the shock velocity measurement the background was as large as
the signal itself, and in the particle velocity measurement a large background
and neutrons from an unexpected source obscured the signal.
These errors
should ~~ easy to correct, and the design considerations presented here
shou~,
for the most par?, be valid for the next experiment.
,,.
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Thus, a set of measurements

ahead of the shock.

INTRODUCTION

Us and Up leads through
The high-pressure

experiments

determination

of the part of the P, V, E equation

material

(EOS) along the Hugoniot.

and to
The shock velocity

both the shock velocity
velocity

Up behind

is, in principle,

a readily

Us and the mass or
measurable

particle

of
to a

to generate
of state

measure

equations

on a shot at

the Nevada Test Site (NTS) were designed
quite large shocks in some standard

conservation

the shock.

quantity

and involves

only a determination

The paramof the transit

time of a shock between

known distance

apart.

two points

a

eters U

and U are related through conservation
‘1P
relations
to the pressu-e P, specific volume V
(= l/P), and specific
4

sides of the shock.

internal

velocity,

however,

pressures

the particle

Measurement

is more ‘difficult.

low

velocity

can be approximated

The usual form of the energy

relation

known as the Hugoniot

velocity

-- a quantity

equation
which

W’

At rather

energy E on both
by one half the free surface

conservation

of the particle

is not nearly

as difficult

to measure.

At

is
high pressures
E-E.
where the subscript

= 1/2 (P + Po) (Va - v)
zero refers

,

to the conditions

high pressure

this is no longer

true, but at extremely

(tens of TPa), the Thomas-Fermi

of the atom can be used to calculate

model

the pressure

as

1

a function

of the specific

which can be re-

volume,

whose EOS could be calculated

Several Russian
lated to Us as a function of U
P“
2-6
experimenters
have assumed that this theoretical

was chosen

calculation

tained up to a pressure

at extremely

trapolated
data,

downward

high pressure

in pressure

to meet the existing

in the case of lead, at approximately

Then, with lead as a standard,
ous measurements

of the shock velocity

in lead to determine
niot at 5.0 TPa.
to determine
water,

experiments

points for copper,

cadmium,

lies in the extrapolation
from high pressures.
high-pressure

quiring

of the lead Hugoniot

A determination

points on the Hugoniot

a theoretical

region

velocities

through

of the shock motion,

the material

move neutrons

of higher

observed

by a stationary

in energy,

behind

energy

than if the material

detector

of a resonance

will be shifted up

assumes uniform

velocity.

motion

(This, of course,

in the material

was made for a material

it have a rather

used to generate

500

appeared

to

siderations

2

used

to observe
Since neutrons

for observing

one method of generating

the resonance

shifts,

the shock would be by

“instantaneous** neutron-induced

fission

drive material,

transmission

of the shock into an adjacent

molybdenum.

The only way to obtain

slab of

the required

flux would be from an underground
If the neutron

explosion.

resonances

itself were used to determine

in
the

if a thin foil of some other material

point

used, then the measurement

and because

of

Another requirement

of

the only uncertainty
velocity
dynamic

and tantalum.

with these restrictions,

and when theoretical

that molybdenum

con-

was a material

matched

would be localized

being how closely

the molybdenum

calculations

indicate

O.1-mm thick the velocities

in the cross section.

of material,

the shock.

which were to be

ruled out tungsten

be molybdenum,

behind

would be

would move at the same speed as the molybdenum

low density

resonances

then the measurement

in order not to

Lead was ruled out be-

of

heating

with subsequent

over all the material

by the neutrons

indicated

neutrons

shifts of the resonances.

molybdenum

configu-

the shock and for producing

low-energy

were required

decided,

material

However,

being that

was that it not have many low-energy

The best choice

for generating

somewhat

the detailed

averaged

requirements

temperature.

This consideration

shifts.

to be used as a standard,

the shock.

neutron

ev)

to design

preheat

velocity,

cause of its anomalously
its low boiling

and Doppler

molybdenum

particle

high boiling

be easily vaporized

of ~ 2% in the U measu~eP
and were chosen because they

in mind, a search

one of the main additional

(<

ration

the

With these considerations

the standard

it remained

nuclear

shock front.)

shot

0.8 TPa

These pressures

of 2.1 TPa.

With these basic problems

large neutron

behind the

Thus ,

on an underground

of approximately

two rather different

some fissionable

and the amount of the shift will be re-

lated to the particle

provided

the Doppler

the shock will re-

be

would allow an accuracy

the required

and a given neutron

Thus the position

were stationary.

the

lower energy neutrons

material,

in the material

behind

that a data

would be useful.

were fielded

and one at a pressure

temperatures

in the direction

of systematic

that could approximately

in the laboratory

two experiments

velocity

which have not been

it was decided

Therefore,

considered.

in the

If a neutron

then the material

than would stationa~y

could be based

for shock pressures

shock will see effectively

resonance

in the process

ments to be obtainedg

standard.

of 2.0 TPa are about 10 mm/ps.

beam is passed

re-

Then experi-

to those of the Russians

Particle

without

the particle

shift of neutron resonances

at NTS, one at a pressure

for one material

extrapolation.

on a more sound experimental

down

of about 0.7 TPa.

of measuring

the Doppler

inherent

obtained

of several

it to be used as a standard

similar

up to a pressure

point at a pressure
in the above experiments

it

of ~ 0.2 TPa for molybdenum,
8
these data can
techniques

is new, there is the possibility
errors

and quartz.

would allow

be extended

by observing

an EOS point on the iron Hugo-

EOS Hugoniot

and using new laboratory

Since the method

in iron and

They also did similar

The main uncertainty

ments

1.0 TPa.

they used simultane-

accurately,

data’{ for Us vs Up have been ob-

Experimental

could be ex-

rather

for the standard.

The basic calculations

which
were
with

the foil

velocity.

(Hydro-

that for foils about

should be well matched.)
needed

for the design

wpre thus fourfold.

(1)

A calculation of the neutron transport from
the nuclear device to the fissionable driver
and the resulting fission heating of the driver
and the molybdenum preheat.

(2)

A calculation of the shock strength due to
the fission heating and its time history in
both the driver and the molybdenum.
(The
latter, of course, requires just that information that is being sought:
the shock behavior in molybdenum.)

t
23

CH

Imm

(Compressed)

(3)

(4)

}

A calculation of the time history of the lowenergy neutron flux from some moderating
material placed either below the driver or
between the driver and molybdenum.

I
1
I
1
8
I

I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

1 and 3 were carried out using
ray Monte Carlo code. 10

MCNG -- a neutron-gamma

group .

of 2, based on the output from 1,
11
using the code PAD
of the LASL EOS

The calculations

a code to be described

of 4 were carried

&

/

CALCULATIONAL

A.

Monte Carlo Calculations
and Heating

DETAILS

16

9Oy

14

10mm

II

12

9

10

7

8

i
I
I
1
:
1
I
I
1
1
1
I

AND P.ESULTS
of Neutron

20

13
13

d

Is

out using

in Sec. II-D.

II.

19

Mo
15mm

1
I
I

The calculations
were performed

24
22

1
1

Calculations of the resonance shaDes and
shifts for both the molybdenum and tbe indicator foil.
Calculations

21

Transport

6

3

4

I

2

I

These calculations
parts:

can be divided

(1) Those using a monoenergetic

source,

(2) those using a “fission”

tron source,
oralloy

Similar geometry

Fig. 1.

The cross sections

in MCNG,

Fig. 1.

3.

is shown

in

used were the standard
235U
for those for
were obtained

the ENDF-B cross sections

of 50 eV, the expected

the fission-heated

I

except

These cross sections

Doppler-broadening
temperature

and

)

was used for parts 1 through

using 24 cells

by
to a

temperature

of

oralloy.

The two important

factors

in these calcula-

tions are the rate of energy deposition

in the

and the ratio of the total energy deposited

in the driver

to that deposited

The larger this ratio,

Drawing of the cell geometry used in the
For most of the
Monte Carlo code MCNG.
calculations, this 24-cell cylindrical
geometry was used with the neutrons biased
to start in the cone subtended by the
oralloy.
In order to reduce the neutron
fluence, cells 1 and 2 were filled with
(CH2)n and cells 3 and 4 were filled with
lead.
Cells 5 and 6 were left void, while
the contents of cells 7-12 were varied
from run to run in order to optimize the
ratio of the energy deposited in the oralloy
The
to that deposited in the molybdenum.
oralloy was placed at a distance of 750 mm
from the source and the cell thicknesses
were varied from run to run.
The uniformity
of heating was determined by comparing the
energy deposited in cells 13 and 14 and in
cells 15 and 16.

in the molybdenum.

the better

the conditions
determined.

ahead of the shock approximate

ambient

at room temperature).

from MCNG is heating or energy deposited

heating:

through

(1) that due to neutron

both elastic

and nonelastic

and

(2) that due to the absorption

of source neutrons,

of gamma rays.

per gram in the driver

no gamma-ray

the
production

energy deposited

inter-

events,

in units

for any cell requested.

The early runs done with MCNG contained
Thus for a given number

to the

The output
action

of TeV/m3 per source neutron

There are two contributions

conditions
molybdenum

(i.e., molybdenum

325mm

across the

of 93.5% 235U and 6.5% 23*U.

ones in the MCNG library,
and 23*U.

i
Source,

(The symbol Oy stands for oralloy

is composed

This geometry,

heating

53.88mm~7..20mm-

neu-

to drive the shock into the molybdenum,

driver surface.

driver

+

11+-MeV

spectrum

I

1

(3) those using OyH3 instead of

(4) those done to ensure uniform

which

into four

cross sections

for the molybdenum;

there-

could be
fore, all the inelastic

events were assumed

to

14-MeV

For incident
specific

the molybdenum

Energy

Deposlton

------ OY

1

unchanged

is used ae a neutron

is obtained

smallest

Time

400

300
(ns)

500

Plot of the total energy deposited in the
oralloy and OyH3 drivers as a function of
time.
The heating pulse is much slower in
OYHB and does not reach the 80% level until
approximately 290 ns. These heating rates
were calculated using the Monte Csrlo code
MCNG . The heating is in units of TeV/m3
per source’ neutron.

produce

generate

inelastic

deposit

the total gamma-ray

Later calculations

energy

with gamma-ray

in the molybdenum.
production

sect ions for the molybdenum

indicated

two-thirds

of the gamma-ray

energy produced

molybdenum

was absorbed.

cross

in the

The main mechanism

was fission

heating,

less than

contributing

5%.

in the molybdenum

ranged

lest ratio was obtained

in 0yH3 is needed
molybdenum
results
CIyH3 and

in the driver

from 50 to 200.

than for an or alloy driver.

The real drawback

Since the cross section

0.’2o

pS

neutrons,

produce

the

neutrons

after the initial burst.

shock into the molybdenum

of the

moderated

and OyH

3

drivers

This problem

essentially

point source

a planar shock.

using

of the oralloy

anises

is being used

since an

in an attempt

From a device with a

kT (13 TJ), there are sufficient

to allow the spectrum
and spectrally

With the goal of making
time as fast as possible,
thicknesses

the low-enebgy

to be tailored

both

by removing

the unwanted

the heating

pulse rise

the

shaped,

were performed
to remove

between

in order to provide
reducing

calculations
of polyethylene

neutrons.

was placed halfway

This polyethylene

heating

solid angle fop

effect of the neutrons

By making

by

sated for the greater
center,

the polyethylene

would be removed

l/r2-dependent

as well as for less heating

the oralloy
decrease

filter

the source and the oralloy

the optimum

fewer neutrons

due to leakage

conically

from the
This compen-

heating

of the

near the edge of

effects.

the leakage of, moderated

scattered

In order

neutrons

to

from the

filter at late times, boron was added to the poly-

This causes

ethylene.

to have a rather

as a function

the

slow rise.
in

of time.

ethylene

In addition

to the boron-loaded

to shape the neutron

lead to remove

spectrum,

some of the high-energy

through nonelastic
ethylene.

4

reduced.

at times

Figure 2 shows a plot of the energy deposited
oralloy

are drastically

edge of the beam than from the center.

the

occurs relatively
235
for
U is large

fission heating

the source

ratio and the

of the heating

to generate

geometrically

between

which can be considered

MCNG is the uniformity

nominal yield of 23

When the

to ~ 80.

both the heating

its surface.

but cannot

in the molybdenum,

is placed halfway

The next problem

of lower

These lower energy

in the oralloy

gamna rays

The

of high-energy

events.

of the oralloy

by the filter.

This effect

impedance match between

the molybdenum.

the hydrogen

How-

to drive a given shock into the

from a better

for low-energy

The smal-

since less e~ergy deposition

0yH3 is the fact that the heating
slowly .

to that

with the 0yH3 driver.

ever, this is misleading

>>

total heating

with various
The ratio of the heating

the number

fission

such as

ones with a filter.

for

energy deposit ion in the driver material
with gamma heating

heavy material

neutrons

that about

is the

the oralloy.

the heating ratio

and the oralloy,

across

the largest

heating

them into neutrons

nonelastic

neutrons

thus raising
Fig. 2.

reduces

by converting

energy through
200

just below

ratio

filters

When a “fissiont*

source,

when the oralloy

is placed

heavy material
neutrons

100

various

or when a layer of heavy material,

tungsten,

0

to that in

This heating

by placing

the device and the oral.loy.

spectrum
ratio

the ratio of the

in the oralloy

is about 70 to 80.

is relatively
between

neutrons,

energy deposited

poly-

a layer of
neutrons

events was placed above the poly-

Besides removing

high-energy

neutrons,

the lead decreased
appreciably

the overall neutron

flux without

adding to the number of late-time,
14

moderated

neutrons.

spherically
heating

shaped

The top surface of the lead was
in order to maintain

In addition
uniform

to shaping

the filter to provide

heating of the oralloy,

its edges were decreased
with uranium
across

uniform

of the oralloy.

depleted

the oralloy

leakage effects at

by surrounding

in 235U (D-38).

the oralloy
The heating

surface was maintained

Material
10mm
l!Smm

constant

to about 5% by using a combinat ion of the filter and
the D-38, and the energy deposition
85-90% of its maximum

value

reached

Thickness
Oy
Mo

about

in m 0.1 ps (see Fig. 8).
2

B.

Hydrodynamic

Calculations

In order to predict
quent histories,

calculations

shock strengths

one-dimensional

lations were performed

Jacobsen

Using Theoretical

and subse/
calcu-

were at first carried

and SESAME EOS lfiraries

,,,
O

0.2

(computer

files containing

was being debugged.

for time-dependent

between

energy deposition

sition

1 mm apcmt

a 10-mm-thick

molybdenum

in the oralloy

slab.

oralloy

slab and a

The total energy depo-

described

in

0.7 us the rarefaction
nearer

catches

causes a decrease

the shock and initially

front surface,
surface,

whereas

causes an increase

for layers nearer

of the preheated

in the particle

velocity

a velocity

the back

1.2 ps.

molybdenum

during

this time would see the resonances

shifted

energy

by an amount corresponding
neutrons

to a velocity

arriving

0.3 US would see a stationary

whose velocity

was rapidly

changing,

Thus a neutron

I..I

1.6

1.8

ment

of

at the foil

resonance

is needed.

The most

important

arrive

Figure 4 shows a plot similar

with a 3-mm layer of (CH)n

between

it and the molybdenum

thicker oralloy

foil or one

surface nearer

and neutrons

thus lowering

the
require-

after 0.8 ps.

to Fig. 3,

that for this case a 14-mm-thick

oralloy

most

energy

from 0.3 to 0.8 us after

is that very few neutrons

except
in

with

source which produces

at the required

the interval

initial burst

3 mm into the molybdenum,

passing

However,

during

velocity.

Thus neutrons

~ 11 mm/ps.

0.1.9.

1.4

of ~ 10.5 mm/ps out to a time of about

of the neutrons

at the foil would be constant

from ~ 0.3 PS to ‘X 0.8 us.

before

in

for some layers near this

If a foil were placed
the particle

1. C!.
1.2

1.0
(ps)

the device

at abOut the same time, the rarefaction

from the back surface

.,

velocity

at the

and the rate were determined

At approximately

velocity

0.8
Time

after 0.8 ps wculd see a foil moving

in the

from the surface of the oralloy

the particle

1

particle

starting

from the Monte Carlo calculations
Sec. II-A.

0.6

Mo (mm)

arriving

of the code which

Figure 3 shows the calculated

interface

0.4

Inta

< .1.8.1.,.

Plot of the calculated psrticle velocity at
several positions in a 15-mm slab of molybdenum when a 10-mm slab of oralloy is used
Approximately
as the driving material.
8 Terg/g are deposited in the oralloy while
0.1 Terg/g are deposited in the molybdenum,
and the pressure behind the shock is 2.1 TPa.
The finite rise times are due mainly to the
rate of energy deposition in the oralloy.
The velocity of the molybdenum near the
oralloy is decreased, starting at about
0.7 ps, by the rarefaction propagating
into
The layers
the molybdenum from the oralloy.
of molybdenum near the back surface increase
in velocity at approximately 0.8 p.s.because
of the rarefaction from the back surface of
These two effects
the preheated molybdenum.
approximately cancel for the layer at a
depth of 4 mm into the molybdenum.

oral loy.

15-mm-thick

.8.

Fig. 3.

Later calculations

using a version

layers

,1 .,

out by J. D.

materials)

for molybdenum

,,,

of the code using the MAPLE

EOS data in tabular form for various

allowed

1,,

These

calculated

were performed

Dls?anca

0

hydrodynamic

using the code PAD.ll

while a version

EOS

slab of

(e.g., Lucite)

is employed.

The

prevents

the rarefaction

from the

the device

from catching

the shock,

the particle

velocity.

The structure

5

1

I

I

1

,

1

1

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

11

530-

Material
Thickness
14mm Oy
3mm (CH)n
15mm Mo
Material
15mm
15mm

Distance
L t
o

I

,

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

I .0

is due to reflections

across

The period during

(CH)n.

is constant
0.9

ps.

This

ae

spectrum

a

function

the compressed

velocity

layer of (CH)n will, however,

will,

neutrons.

the neutron

spectrum

lisions with protons,
this parameter

of the hydrogen

the moderated

of time.

neutron

spectrum

For the configuration

is decreased

shown

in

in about 0.15 ps by
time of the

by a factor of 3 to 4.

now is to determine

as

The

what energy neutrons

will

emerge after about 0.4 l.Is.

the energies
the

in the moder-

and thus the moderation

(u;?

a factor of 3 to 4; thus the moderation

problem

the time between neutron

1

2.0

1.5

Fig. 4, the (CH)n is compressed

Figure
for various
molybdenum

Since the density

I

1

Plot of the calculated particle velocity at
several positions in a 15-mm-thick slab of
The shock driver is, in this
molybdenum.
The rise
case, a 15-mm-thick slab of 0yH3.
time is much longer than in Figs. 3 and U
because of the lower heating rate for the
0yH3 . The rarefaction from the 0YH3 causes
a drop in particle velocity at the front
surface of the molybdenum at approximately
0.95 ps, and the rarefaction from the preheated molybdenum causes an increase in the
particle velocity
at a depth 5 mm into the
The
molybdenum at approximately 0.9 W.
particle velocity is approximately constant
at the 3-mm position from 0.5 to 0.9 Ps.

a function

from the

to be used to measure

Mo(mm)

0.5

code to calculate

neutrons

velocity.

ating layer determines

rig. 5.

The next

The nature of this

to some extent, dictate

of the neutron resonances
particle

layer of

Into

!

1

Time

which the particle

of time.

1

0

has now been shifted out to the time from

task is to determine

6

I

Dlstoncs

Mo

45

(ps)

serve as a source of moderated

(CH)n

JJ

1

Plot of the calculated particle velocity at
several positions in a 15-mm-thick molybdenum slab.
The driver is a 1~-mm-thick
oralloy slab with a 3-nnn-thick slab of (CH)n
between the oralloy and molybdenum.
The
total energy deposited in the oralloy was
approximately 8 Terg/g and a pressure behind
the shock of 2.1 TPa was generated.
The
structure in the particle velocity as a
function of time is due to reflections
across the (CH)n layer.
The velocity of a
layer 5-mm deep in the molybdenum +s increased at approximately 0.85 ps when the
rarefaction into the preheated molybdenum
The rarefaction
reaches the shock front.
from the oralloy surface does not arrive
in time to cause a decrease in velocity.
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col-

time,

must be fed back Into the Monte Carlo

5 shows’plots

positions

of the particle

separated

slab adjacent

by 1 mm in a 15-mm

to a 15-mn-thick

The rise time of the shock is noticeably
with a time of approximately
before neutrons

velocity

0.5 p

0yU3 slab.
slower here,

being required

should pass through a foil at 3 mm

into the molybdenum.
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Fig. 6.

Plots of the density in a 15-mm-thick slab
of OyH3 and a 15-mm-thick slab of molybdenum
at times of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 US after
the initial neutron burst.
Att=Othe
densities were 10.92 Mg/m3 for the OyH3 and
10.2 Mg/m3 for the molybdenum.
At 0.2 BS
most of each material is still at the
initial density.
At later times the density
of the OyH3 decreases as a rarefaction
propagates inward from the left and a shock
is driven into the molybdenum at the right.
The effect of the preheated molybdenum can
be seen as a rarefaction moves inward from
the right.

density

profile

for this configuration

Plot of the particle velocity at several
positions in a 15-mm-thick slab of molybThe driver is a 12.5-mm slab of
denum.
oralloy with a 3-mm slab of (CH2)n between
The total
the oralloy and molybdenum.
energy deposited in the oralloy was approximately 2.5 Terg/g and a shock pressure Of
The
aPProximately
0.8 TPa was generated.
structure in the particle velocity as a
function of time is due to reflections
The
across the compressed (CH2)n layer.
velocity at a position 5 mm into the molybdenum is increased at approximately
1.3 PS
when the rarefaction from the preheated
This
molybdenum reaches the shock front.
velocity is then decreased at approximately
1.6 ps when the rarefaction from the free
surface of the oralloy reaches a given
position in the molybdenum.

Fig. 7.

at times of

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 US after the initial burst of
neutrons.

The density

creasing,

of the OyH3 is seen to be de-

thus increasing

increasing
moderated

the moderation

time and

the amount of late time heating
neutrons.

from

The one nice feature of the OyH3

approximately
the particle
this value

1.3

fore, the moderated

moderator.

at this position

compressed

moderator.

ing particle

velocity

into the molybdenum

with an oralloy

driver

for the particle

6 mm/ps,

slab is 15-mm thick

thick and with a 3-mm-

the two.

For a position

a time of 0.5 ps is re-

velocity

but this velocity

at various dis-

are shown in Fig. 7 for

12.5-mm

3 mm into the molybdenum,

is s 6 mm/ps.

velocities

The molybdenum

thick layer of CH2 between

quired

TPa the correspond-

in molybdenum

The plots of the particle

this experiment.

of 0.8

neutrons

to reach

remains

95% of

constant

until

the molybdenum

velocities

in this section

velocity

neutrons
rather

The calculated
equations

is constant
times during

should pass through

insensitive

However,

the density

which

the

the moderated

the molybdenum

calculations

of the compressed

particle
12
vary

of state

has even less variation.
which

to the theoretical

the overall

are

that is being sought,

EOS.

using diffe~ent

Thus the optimum

There-

must not reach a foil

by as much as 10%, but the time during
particle

but

until after 0.5 vs.

based on the information
namely,

is longer,

until a later time.

All of the calculations

For a shock pressure

tances

across a

is constant

is not reached

is the fact that it serves as both a driver and a
Thus there are no reflections

Thus the time during which

Us.

velocity

are

molybdenum

are sensitive

moderator

EOS.
to

since this

7

determines

the timee at which the low-energy

neutrons

Viowlng

c.

Area

for LI Dct@ctc.r

are produced.
Moderated

Neutron

Spectra

The number of moderated
of time was calculated

neutrons

as a function
10
with

using the code MCNG,

E’us#+k!2i:es
Pb(lOmm)

Source

feedback

about the density

of the moderator coming
11
calculations.
Twenty to

from the hydrodynamic
thirty minutes

of CDC 7600 time were required

order to obtain adequate

statistics

728.7mm

in

(30%) on the

\
1

number of low-energy

neutrons

emerging

from the

moderator.
Calculations
(CH)n moderators

were performed
at densities

3.5 times the natural
moderated

neutrons

using

ranging

density.

(CH2)n and

from 1.0 to

As expected,

were produced

more

by a given thick-

ness of (CH2)n than by (CH)n, but at a density
3.5 times the natural

density,

the neutrons

(CH2)n were produced

too early

of

from

in time to be suitSource
325mm

able for measuring

u . Calculations were also perP
formed using 0yH3 as a mcderator.
Since
the 0yH3

expands

as it drives

the 3-mm layer of 0yH3 nearest
assumed

the molybdenum

to have half the natural

energy neutrons

\

a shock into the molybdenum,

density;

were still being produced

,

was

thus lowat late
\

times.

Based on its overall

not as favorable

performance,

the oralloy

as

the OyH3 is
for

plus moderator

Source +

these experiments.
In order to observe
neutron resonances,

three silicon

steel backing
solid-state

to enhance

ucts from 6Li(n,a)t
junction

detectors

the resonance

in conjunction

detectors,

the signal.
interacted
to produce

to the instantaneous

neutron

structure

experiment
of neutrons

The reaction

currents

below

the foil employed

in
prod-

proportional

Schematic of the setup for the 2.1-TPa exThe filter of lead and bononperiment.
loaded polyethylene was placed in a hole
through 114 mm of lead and 50.8 mm of boronThese materials were
loaded polyethylene.
used to shield the oralloy from unwanted
The oralloy slab was
direct neutrons.
surrounded by a ring of D-38 to decrease
leakage effects from the edge of the oralloy.
The Lucite served as a source of moderated
neutrons, and when compressed by a factor
of % 3.s provided a neutron pulse with a
width of ‘W 0.5 us for 20-50 eV neutrons.

flux, which contained

of interest.
of the 2.1-TPa

and Table I gives the calculated

into the molybdenum

is located

with

connected

with the difFused-

Figure 8 shows a schematic

500 eV crossing

a surface

in the upward direction.
to measure

the particle

number

If

velocity

in this plane, then the neutrons

TABLE
NEUTRONS

5 mm

arriving

before

0.2 ps will pass through and heat a stationary

foil.

These neutrons

8

Fig. 8.

spectrum was
26
at 25 m by using a 10-mg/cm
LiF deposit

on a stainless

parallel

shifts of the

The neutron

of 25 m was designed.
observed

the Doppler

a TOF system with a flight path

will provide a signal that

CROSSING

A SURFACE

(x 10-8/SOURCE
Time
— (W)
0.0-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.9
0.9-2.0

I
5 mm INTO MOLYBDENUM
NEUTRON)

Energy
(eV)
1-5 5-10 —_
10-20 20-50 __
50-100
.—
--- --- --1.9
2.7
--- 1.5 2.5
2.4
2.0
1.8 2.8 4.4
5.0
4.1
--- 4.3 1.4
2.0
7.1

100-200

200-500

4.2
7.1
8.2
7.1

25.3
5.5
26.1
42.5

shows unshifted
background
nances.

resonances,

as well as producing

at the positions

of the shifted reso-

The neutrons

arriving

between

Those neutrons

arriving

Mo(15mm)

0.2 and 0.3 ps

will pass through a foil whose velocity
rapidly.

a

is changing

between

0.3 and

Oy(lOmm)

0.9 US will pass through a foil moving with the
Particle

velocity

will produce

up (=11

mm/vs).

dip at the shifted resonance
ground

at the unshifted

neutrons

arriving

I the energy

20-50 eV appear

number

interval.
bedded

The

but hopefully

will be small.

intervals

between

of neutrons

the

I

From

Fe (3mm)

from 10-20 eV and

OY (3mm)

a larfie

0.3 and 0.9 ps and a

before and after this

Since it is desirable

the foil material

large resonances

Tig.

9.

to keep the em-

should have one or more

in this energy

Figure 9 shows a schematic
0.8-TPa

experiment

The oralloy
molybdenum

driver

of the part of the

is similar

to the one in rip,. 8.

and the 7.5-mm

the (CH2)n

When a moderator
omlloy

of (CH)n is placed between
the compressed

produces

too many early time neutrons

However,

by placing

is delayed

the moderator

of the low-energy

neutron

500 eV passing

the molybdenum
of time.

between

neutron

Therefore,

as a function
no neutrons

for this geometry,

50 and 200 eV is needed.

D.

---------

---–-----

--—0.3
---

----1.6
---

200-500

--2.0
2.0
0.1

a foil

with energies

Calculation of Expected
Enerp,y Neutron Flux

Structure

--4.0
1.0
0.3

in the Low-

Figure 10 shows the total cross section
13
in the 0-200 eV energy interval.

of

by the oralloy at

with one or more resonances

0.0-0.2 --0.2-0.5 --0.5-1.3 --1.3-3.0 ---

flux

the front surface

of absorption

(US)

NEUTRON)

Energy
(eV)
1-5 5-10 _
10-20 20-50 50-100 100-200
._

a

was used instead of a 12.5-mm

through

—

OF MOLYBDENUM

flux by ab-

Note that there are virtually

low energy.

The price

is a severe

in the upward direction

below 50 eV because

material

be-

Time

II

THE FRONT SURFACE

(X 10-8/SOURCE

For this reason,

Table II gives the moderated

CROSSING

(CH)

some distance

of timing

in the oralloy driver.

10-mm slab of oralloy
slab.

NEUTRONS

the

n
(before 0.5 US).

by time of flight.

that is paid for this method

sorption

TABLE

foil, this narrow pulse of neutrons

in arrival

attenuation

neutrons

(by a factor of N 2.7).

and the molybdenum,

low the embedded

Schematic of the part of the 0.8-TPa experi. .
.
ment above the lead and boro:-loaaea polyThis filter is similar to
ethylene filter.
tbe one shown in Fig. 8. The oralloy driver
for this experiment is adjacent to the molybdenum and only 10-mm thick.
This thickness
allows better transmission of the slow
neutrons moderated in the 7.5-mm compressed
(CH2)n layer placed 40 mm below the molybdenum.
There are essentially no neutrons
below 50 eV transmitted through the oralloy,
and the pulse width of the 100-200-eV
neutrons is approximately
0.4 IIS. The 3-mm
oralloy and iron layers maintain a compression
of a factor of about 2.7 in the (CH2)n for
most of this time.

in order to

the pulse width of the moderated

by compressing

to the

(CH ) moderator is placed
2n
The auxiliary 3-mm slab of

is placed below the moderator

decrease

polyethylene

in this case is adjacent

40 mm below the oralloy.
oralloy

interval

above a boron-loaded

and lead filter which

~

CH2(7.5mm)

foil thin in order to avoid hydrodynamic

problems,

below

40mm

and a back-

position.

to be the best for obtainin~

number of neutrons
Smdll

is changing,

from these neutrons

Table

position

resonance

1

that shows a

after 0.9 US will pass through a

foil whose velocity
signal

These neutrons

a signal at the detector

molybdenum

cator foil resonances
around

are excluded

12 and 45 eV for the 2.1-TPa

the regions

Indi-

for the regions
experiment,

and

around 71, 131, and 160 eV are excluded

for the 0.8-TPa
resonances.

of

experiment

because

The exact excluded

of the molybdenum

regions

will depend
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Plot of the molybdenum total cross section
from Ref. 13, with prominent resonances at
12.1, 45.1, 70.93, 131.4, and 159.5 eV.

This expression
the resonance

includes

interference

between

scattering,

but not

and the potential

between resonances.
The Doppler-broadened
on the Doppler widths of the resonances,
caused by the particle

velocity,

mission

of the 15-mm-thick

detaile

are discussed

I’or widely
Breit-Wigner

the shift

and the trans-

molybdenum

slab,

These

the total cross section

the single-level

neutrons

the

function.

Maxwellian

function

iso-

the Doppler

by a Gaussian

with

where m is the neutron

mass, M is the mass of the nucleus,
The broadened

of

of the nucleus

velocity,

can be well approximated

temperature.

can be

For the case in

velocity

a l/e width A = 2(mEFkT/M)l’2,

(<< 1 keV)

in barns for a single
14
as

tope j may be expressed

which the random

CPOSS section

the cross section

is much less than the neutron

spaced resonances

For low-energy

by convoluting

Eq. (2) with a Doppler

below.

formula may be used to represent

cross section.

calculated

and T is the

cross section

thus

becomes

(3)

This integral
real and imaginary

- 5.725x103

[,;;;::,]
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can be evaluated

in terms of the

parts of the complex probability

‘1)
integral

where E is the neutron
cleus in eV, rn

= I’:

energy relative

[E,

g k

factor, and aj represents
amplitude.
fraction

to the nu-

the statistical

the potential

For the case where several
fj(Zfj = 1) are present

weight

scattering
isotopes with
(

and several reso-

A+) e-s2
(4)

nances may contribute

to the cross section,

let
-co

Ei = ~esonant

energy of resonance

I’x = total width of resonance
I’~A = reduced

neutron

10

scattering

where
i,

of isotope which contains

Substituting

radius,

a = potential

+(n’y‘s‘

A.,

width of resonance

fA = fractional abundance
resonance A,
gA .
statistical weight,
P = nuclear

A,

i-y

u(~k,qi)

amplitude.

Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) and letting

and V(CA,VA)

represent

parts of W(Z), respectively,

the real and imagin~y
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of neutron

energy,

can then be com-

puted from this cross section and the resonance

compute

parameters

The transmission

in Ref. 13.

Figure 11 shows a plot of the apparent

7.0 eV in the energy

at temperatures

interval

1u(Ca,lla)

A
‘L
2(E’)312

2( E’)3’2

of material,

denum total cross section

0-200 eV.

section at T = 7.0 eV has been calculated
of 11 mm/ps.

molyb-

of 0.7 and
The cross
assuming

The resonance

a particle

velocity

parameters

are from Ref. 13 with the exception

is given

the energy

to be used in F,qs. (4) and (5).

of a 15-mm-thick

The region

The region

except

for dips around

above w 185 eV.

The size of all of these dips in the signal

p-wave resonance

of and behind

material

at 12.1 eV.

at a given neutron

the neutron

relative

energy,

to the material

for a moving

the velocity
is used to

by molyb-

12 and 20 eV.

from 95 to 125 eV is also uncontaminated,

will depend upon the thickness

the cross section

of Fig. 11.

below N 38 eV is not complicated

denum resonances

as well as the region
of

slab of molybdenum

in Fig. 12 for the cross section

those from the paper by Shwe and Cote015 for the

In calculating

250

Zrx)

Plots of the calculated transmission of a
15-mm-thick molybdenum slab for the cross
sections shown in Fig. 11. Part (a) shows
the transmission at a temperature of 0.7 eV
and at a particle velocity of O mm/ps.
Part (b) shows the transmission at a temperature of 7.0 eV and at a particle velocity
The regions free of molybof 11 mm/ps.
< 12 eV, 20-40 eV,
denum resonances are:
95-125 eV, and > 185 eV.

Fig. 12.

2

fgr”

AqA

6.52x105

[
The transmission

150

Energy(eV)

Plot of the apparent molybdenum cross
section at temperatures of 0.7 eV (solid
curve) and 7.0 eV (dashed curve).
The
7.0-eV cross section was calculated assuming a particle or mass velocity of 11 mm/ps
in order to show the Doppler shift at this
velocity.
These plots were made using the
The 70.93-eV
code described in Sec. II-D.
resonance should provide a measure of the
molybdenum preheat and of the “average”
particle velocity behind the shock.

UA(E’)

I
100

50

00

Energy(eV)

of

for example,

the shock.

ahead

For the 12-eV resonance,

most of the molybdenum

the shock when the neutrons
unshifted

of the material

will be behind

are produced,

and the

dip will be very small.

11
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section

the 2.1-TPa

total cross section

foil.

resonance

tungsten

tures of 0.7 and 7.0 eV, with a particle

Figure

is approximately

6000 b, a 25-pm tungsten

provide

about 40% transmission.

similar

cross section

a similar

at temperavelocity

of

0.7 and 7.0 eV, with the 7.O-eV
at a particle

velocity

calculation
of 11

in the signal.

velocity

clean except

resonance.

and the shift should provide
particle

velocity

being
tungsten

for determining
experiment.

resonance

in the

distortion

of

Since the peak cross section
is approximately

700 b at a tem-

Is about a factor of eight
21.2-eV resonance,

of 7.0 eV, a 177.8-pm

about 45% transmission.
larger one in the final signal.
resonances

for measuring

distort

appear

to be rather
velocity

The 70.93-eV

molybdenum

the

These 4.9-eV gold

the particle

foil would provide

and the
resonance
measure
mation

in
shock .

12

velocity

at 182.4 and

The 18.84-eV reso-

should not appreciably

tungsten

to be

small expected dip from

perature

well suited

appears

the particle

The resonances

the 184.6 resonance.

and 18.84-eV

the

mm/1.s.

for this resonance

smaller resonance

behind

in gold shifts up to 9.0 eV

resonance.

larger than the nearby

infor-

shock .

219.0 eV should cause no appreciable

nance in the tungsten

temperature

of 11 mm/ps and should not

interfere with the rather
the 12-eV molybdenum

The width

to be determined,

0.8-TPa
at a particle

Thus, the energy region

molybdenum

on the “average”

at

no more than

should allow the preheat

suitable
The 4.9-eV resonance

The 60-eV gold resonance

of 7.0 eV should produce

The 184.6-eV
performed

foil would

The gold has a

of this resonance

mation

for gold at

of 7.0 eV

and a 25-pm foil would provide

transmission.

for the 70.93-eV

for the 7.O-eV calculation.

14 shows the total cross section

at a temperature

around 70-90 eV should be relatively

Figure 13 shows the

for natural

11 mm/vs being assumed

for

Since the peak cross section

experiment.

for the ~8.84-eV

a 5% dip
and gold will now be considered

use as the indicator

4

Plot of the gold apparent total cross
calculated at temperatures of 0.7
and 7.0 eV. The 7.O-eV cross section was
calculated assuming a particle velocity
The 4.906-eV resonance would
of 11 mm/ps.
be useful in the energy range below 12 eV,
and for a thin foil (25 pm) the 60.25-eV
resonance should not interfere with the
70.93-eV molybdenum resonance.

Fig. 14.

a temperature
Tungsten

eV; Up= II mm/#

Energy(eV)

Plot of the apparent cross section for
natural tungsten at temperatures of 0.7 eV
(solid curve) and 7.0 eV (dashed curve).
The 7.O-eV curve was calculated at an
assumed particle velocity of 11 mm/ps.
The 18.84-eV resonance is shifted up to an
energy of 26.4 eV and lies on top of the
27.13-eV resonance.
However, the cross
section of the 18.84-eV resonance is still
a factor of 10 larger than that of the
27.13-eV resonance.
The 21.2-eV resonance
causes only a minor perturbation in the
shape of the 18.84-eV resonance.
The
114-eV resonance is not suitable for
measuring the particle velocity because
the shifted resonance (132 eV) is obscured
by the 131.4-eV molybdenum resonance.
The
184.6- and 219.O-eV resonances appear to
be suitable for use in the 0.8-TPa experiment.

13.

_-T=7.O

will provide

of the preheat
on the average

for the 0.8-TPa
temperature,
particle

experiment

a
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Fig. 15.

Plot of the expected signal as a function
of time for the 2.1-TPa experiment, using
a 6LiF foil at a distance of 25 m. The
arrival times of the neutrons corresponding to the prominent resonances are given
in Table III. The average apparent offresonance signal level should be larger at
the early time, but for calculational ease
it was assumed to be constant.
The dip at
350 p?, corresponds to the shifted 18.84-eV
tungsten resonance, and the dip at 600 US
corresponds to the shifted 4.906-eV gold
resonance.
The locations of these two
dips allow a determination of the particle
velocity.
The width of the dip at approximately 210 Ds (70.93-eV molybdenum resonance) should allow the preheat temperature of the molybdenum to be determined.
The doublets at 150 to 160 ps and at 240
to 270 us correspond to the shiFted and
unshifted 131.4- and 45.1-eV molybdenum
resonances, respectively.

The number of neutrons
ing through
a certain

the molybdenum

and the indicator

the temperature

solid-state

the expected

with the

ahead of and behind

the shock, and the Doppler-broadened
to calculate

foil at

cross sections

For the 2.1-TPa

U5.1-eV resonances
particle

velocity

expected

signal

0.8-TPa

experiments,

nals should actually

respectively.
decrease

in the number of moderated

sig-

(because of a decrease

neutrons

with energy)

about a factor of three in going from 80 to 650
but this effect has not been included.

by
MS,

in the molybdenum

shifted

The smaller

by a
dips at
at

because most of

pass through material

the shock front.

flight

and

to the same resonances

energy and are smaller

Table

III gives

the

times of the larger

11 mm/ps) and unshifted

resonances

shifted (U ❑
P
in the molybdenum,

and gold.

For the 0.8-TPa experiment

in mV into

The average

(Fig. 15) the large

of 11 mm/ps.

at these energies

that is behind

tungsten,

the approximate

experiment

158 and 270 us correspond

and for a detector

50 Q is given in Figs. 15 and 16 for the 2.1- and

I

I

220

dips at 148 and 241 us are due to the 131.4-

calculated

sphere,

1

1

160

Plot of the expected signal as a function
of time for the 0.8-TPa experiment using a
6LiF fofi at a distance of 25 mO The
arrival times of the various
energy neutrons
are given in Table IV. The dashed line
shows the expected signal with no tungsten
foil, but includes the effects of the 10-mm
slab of oralloy (6.5% 238u) as does the
solid line.
The large doublet at N 150 us
corresponds to the 131.4-eV molybdenum
resonance.
The position of the dip at
~ 130 ps (184.6-eV tungsten resonance)
allows the determination of the particle
velocity which, for this calculation, was
assumed to be 6.0 mm/Us.

Fig. 16.

denum is viewed at 25 m by a 25-mm-diam spot on the
6
LiF foil, for a source strength of 1024 neutrons,
solid angle equal to 3% of a

I

140

Time(~s)

the neutrons

in which a 45-cm2 area of molyb-

I

I

100

the unshifted

signal level from the

detectors.

~or a geometry

I

60

of a given energy pass-

time can be used in conjunction

shock position,

.
I

the large dip in

rig. 16 at 152 ps is due to the 131.4-eV

molybdenum

resonance

of 6 mm/us,

shifted

by a particle

velocity

and the smaller dip at 158 ps is due to the unshifted
131.4-eV
positions
ment.

resonance

in molybdenum.

of the larger resonances

These calculations

include

Table

IV gives

the

for this experithe effect of the
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TABLE III
RESONANCE NEUTRON FLIGHT TIMES FOR
2.1-TPa EXPERIMENT AT 25 m

D#tectw
+ Cons+

Material

E.
(eV)

600.0
519.7
423.0
416.5
392.6

Au
no
Mo
w
w

4.91
12.1
12.1
18.84
21.20

11
0
11
0
0

352.0
334.8
269.2
240.7
21Q. 6

v
w

18.84
21.20
45.1
45.1
70.93

11
11
0
11
0

Flight Time
(ps)

Mo
Mo
Mo

Q

Up (Assumed)
(mm/Ps)

Solid

State
0’

D*tectOr

Foil

\

Lo

Log

Mo

Light

Ll
o
0
11
11

70.93
114.4
131.4
114.4
131.4

w

Mo
w

Mo

,+

Neutron
8P
Flight Paths +

+ Pipes

Mo

w
w

12 2m

IJght
Pip es+
;:

0
11
0
11

159.5
159.5
184.6
184.6

Mo

T

I

1
+

143.1
134.7
133.0
125.6

BOX*S

80MS

~

196.1
169.0
157.7
157.3
147.5

‘~%

Q

0.sTPa

Assembly

+

\
I
1.15m
2.I TPa +
Assembly
4

TABLE IV

I

RESONANCE NEUTRON FLIGHT TIMES FOR
0.8-TPa EXPERIMENT AT 25 m
E.

Flight ~ime
(us)

Material

.—(eV)

Up (Assumed)
(mm/!ls)

214.6
204.1
179.6
172.2
169.0

Mo
Mo
w
w
w

70.93
70.93
101.3
101.3
114.5

0
6
0
6
0

162.4
157.7
151.9
143.1
138.4

w
Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo

114.5
131.4
131.4
159.5
159.5

6
0
6
0
6

w

184.6
189.6
184.6
219.0
219.0

0
0
6
0
6

133.0
131.3
128.9
122.2
118.7

238U

w
w
w

10-mm oralloy

driver

foil, and the dashed
effect

of removing

the dashed
resonance

between

the moderator

~

4-Source

Fig.

and the

line in Fig. 16 shotis the

the tungsten

foil.

The dip in

line at 131 LIS is due to the 189. 6-eV
238
from the 6.5%
U in the oralloy, while

the large dip in the solid line at 129 ps is due to
the shifted

14

184.6-eV

tungsten

resonance.

Y

17.

Schematic of the overall layout for the
The bottoms
two high-pressure experiments.
of the oralloy drivprs for both the 2.1and 0.8-TPa experiments were placed at
distances of 0.75 m and 1.15 m from the
device, respectively.
The log boxes were
placed 12.2 m from the molybdenum surfaces.
Each foil in the detector cans was viewed
by three solid-state detectors connected
in parallel to enhance the signal.
These
detector cans were placed at a distance
of about 25 m from the source for the two
experiments.

III.

CONCLUSIONS

1973 the neutron
experiments
distance
Figure

shot at NTS in the fall of

detectors

were placed

for the two high-pressure

in vacuum chambers

of 25 m from the molybdenum

17 shows a schematic

for these experiments.
the detectors

measure

the background.

steel foil to

solid-state

For the 0.8-TPa experiment

increase

connected

the effective

detection.

in parallel

of the plutonium

These results
design

don’t suggest

changes are needed,

improvements

in details

from the solid-state

be greatly ~educed
the detector

detectors

the light flash emitted

duce a detectaMe

signal from the 6Li.

The signals

from bcth experiments

ated by large backgrounds
least 100 ps.
periment

for that signal burned
2.1-TPa

experiment

for approximately
recovered

out.

600 ps.

was still dominated
the plutonium

because

for at

the amplifier

One 6Li signal for the
from saturation

resonances

it was determined
neutrons

ten larger than expected
from the position

gasket,

as

of the
that the

was about a factor of

and was displaced

of the expected

downward

source by about

350 mm.

scattered

high-pressure

driver was collimated

flux to the
by a hole in

114 mm of lead and 51 mm of boron-loaded
(see Fig. 17).

This collimating

boron-loaded

polyethylene

neutrons.

position

to explain

with the plutonium

to give approximately
by

12.2 m away.

was covered with a
sent up the

the shot indicated

On the shot itself

log boxes showed very large signals

identical

to the other log box signals.

for these spurious

neutrons

prodticed gamma rays

from a nearby

signals

is that

line-of-sight

pipe

in the lead shot surrounding

the log boxes, and these gamma rays caused

the short

air path (50 mm) in front of each log box to glow.
In a similar

experiment

on a previous

shot,

there was no other nearby pipe for neutrons,
background

signal was essentially
should be greatly

ing the experiment

zero.
reduced

in which
the

The effects
by design-

so that there are no nearby

and also by using better

pipes

shielding.

polyethylene

device was in the

line of sight of the flux measurements,

moderated

contain-

in conjunction

and light flashes

that there was no light leak.
these background

of this problem

On the shot the direct neutron

mirrors

pipe by a xenon flash lamp before

One explanation

foil did contain

source of low-energy

black rubber

from

The light was transmitted

One log box on each experiment

essentially

The signal from

silvered

-- devices

pipes to the log boxes located

The other 6Li signal

by background.

however,

polished

“log boxes”

response.

150 ps, but the signal

From the areas and positions

expected.

were domin-

and were saturated

did not recover

at approximately

resonances,

logarithmic

The 6Li signal from the 0.8-TPa ex-

was lost completely

with partially

by

when the shock front reached

ing a set of three photomultipliers

pro-

times at

These times were determined

and thus a measure

to

plate.

were hampered

resonances

small

can

by covering

of the shock arrival

in the molybdenum

a free surface using

if the flux was too

by light

pipe, and this background

on future experiments

large backgrounds.

flux

in

background

was produced

a large signal at the peaks of fission
of the neutron

important

should be incorporated

chamber with a blank-off

three surfaces

foil was

that any basic

but several

to provide

at these energies

by the preshot

The large overall

The measurements

to

solid angle for particle

The purpose

to

These resonances

the size predicted

from the line-of-sight

each foil was viewed by three

detectors

foil

at times corresponding

from the proper moderator.

the next experiment.

stainless steel foil, and a deposit of 500 ~g/cm2
of 239
In
PU02 on a 2.5-~m stainless steel backing.
both experiments

resonances

from the plutonium

calculations.

layout

of a 6LiF foil, a blank

consisted

also contained
neutrons

were approximately

For the 2.l-TPa experiment,
6
LiF foils (one for
of two

consisted

the detectors

at a

sample.

of the overall

and a blank stainless

a backup)

The signal

proper moderator.

For an underground

and the

acted as a source of

This source was at the correct
the anomalous

source observed

foil, and later Monte Carlo calcu-

lat ions indicated

that the flux would be about an

order of magnitude

larger than the flux f~om the
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